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Here we report a successful synthesis of water-soluble 13-atoms gold clusters under the monolayer pro-
tection of binary thiolates, glutathione and penicillamine, under a molecular formula of Au13(SG)5(PA)7.
This monolayer-protected cluster (MPC) finds decent stability and is demonstrated to possess an icosa-
hedral geometry pertaining to structural accommodation in contrast to a planar bare Au13 of local min-
ima energy. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis depicts the interaction patterns between gold and the
ligands, enlightening to understand the origin of enhanced stability of the Au13 MPCs. Further, the
water-soluble Au13 MPCs are found to be a decent candidate for chemosensing and bioimaging.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Gold clusters in recent decades have stimulated extensive
research interest owing to their size-dependent properties and
promising applications in nanoelectronics, catalysis, chemical
sensing, optics and biomedicine, etc. [1–4]. In recent years, a series
of monolayer-protected gold clusters (Au MPCs) with precise
atomic-level structure have been reported, such as Au102 [5],
Au60 [6], Au55 [7], Au38 [8], Au36 [9,10], Au30 [10,11], Au25

[12,13], Au20 [14,15], and Au18 [16], etc. Among others, reasonable
research interest has been attracted upon ultrasmall gold clusters
at n = 11–13 pertaining to a transition from 2D to 3D structures.
In particular, 13-atoms metal clusters (such as Al13� ) enable a min-
imal icosahedron structure and may fulfill a geometrical shell clos-
ing of 40 valence electrons known as a magic number [2,17]. In
previously published investigations, gas-phase chemistry and
topologies of Al13 [18,19], Pt13 [20], Ag13 [21,22], and Au13 clusters
[17,23] have been established. According to these reports,
icosahedral structures are found to be the most stable for Al13
and Pt13, but Ag13 bears a bilayer triangular structure. In contrast,
Au13 was found to have a planar geometry in its lowest-energy
ground-state due to covalent bondings of gold atoms [24–28].
However, relativistic effect and electronegativity of the gold atoms
perplex the interactions between ligands and gold cores in ligand-
protected gold clusters [29–32], which also allows for an icosahe-
dral innermost Au13 core for Au MPCs such as the aforementioned
Au25 [12,13,33]. Therefore, it is important to rationalize the elec-
tronic and geometric structures of the typical small gold cluster—
Au13 MPCs, hence furthering the understanding of the stability of
such clusters in gas phase and in wet synthesis [34,35].

Along with the novel gold cluster stability, it’s worth mention-
ing that the urgent demand of biocompatible use of such stable
metal clusters has attracted many interests. However, the use of
organic solvent as protecting ligand gives rise to poor water solu-
bility of MPCs, which restricts the potential applications of gold
clusters in biological systems and environmental analyses. This
inconvenience can be overcome by using hydrophilic thiol
molecules with diverse functional groups as the ligands to
synthesize the water-soluble and biocompatible MPCs, such as
glutathione (GSH), D-penicillamine (DPA), 1-thioglycerol,
2-mercaptoethylamine, etc. [36–39]. Among them, GSH is an
important antioxidant (tripeptide) capable of preventing damage
to cellular components by reactive oxygen species. DPA is a medi-
cation (L-penicillamine is toxic) of the chelator class and has also
been found an efficient protection ligand in synthesizing nanoclus-
ters with remarkable fluorescence. In addition to the combined
consideration of biocompatibility, fluorescence and chelating
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effect, we are also motivated by noting that heterothiolate-
protected nanoclusters could give rise to multifold properties
[40,41].

Herewith we report a successful synthesis of water-soluble Au13

MPCs via the ligand-induced etching method by using a mixed thi-
olate protection (i.e., penicillamine and glutathione). The cluster
structure Au13(SG)5(PA)7 was determined via high resolution mass
spectrometry along with first-principles optimization calculations.
Considering the as-prepared Au13 MPCs bear decent red fluores-
cence at 690 nm, we have applied for chemo-sensing in ions detec-
tion and bioimaging. It is found that this water-soluble Au13

clusters protected by binary thiolates are highly efficient to detect
and differentiate Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions in water and in living cells. This
is an important promotion although such ion detection is not a
fresh topic. Note that metal ions (such as Fe3+, Cu2+, Mn2+, Cd2+,
Hg2+ and Pb2+ ions) may selectively cause health issues but accu-
rate detection of them is actually not trivial, especially in vivo.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Chemicals

Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate(III), hydrate (49% Au) was pur-
chased from Alfa Aesar. L-glutathione (reduced, 99%), penicil-
lamine and sodium borohydride (99%) were obtained from J&K
Scientific Ltd. (Beijing, China). Methanol (HPLC purity) was pur-
chased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China).
Ultrapure water (18.2 MX) was used in all experiments.

2.2. Synthesis of Au MPCs

All chemicals (analytical and spectroscopic grade) were com-
mercially available and used as received without further purifica-
tion. The monolayer-protected gold clusters were synthesized
according to the following procedure. Firstly, the aqueous solution
of H4AuCl3 (98.46 mg, 0.25 mM) and glutathione (GSH; 307.32 mg,
1.0 mM) were mixed together in the solution and kept at �0 �C in
an ice bath for 30 min. To this clear solution, a freshly prepared ice-
cold aqueous NaBH4 (94.58 mg, 12.5 mL) were slowly added drop-
wise under vigorous stirring condition. After removing the ice bath,
the reaction was allowed to proceed under constant stirring for 1 h,
and the products were precipitated with methanol. After filtration,
black precipitate of Au nanoparticles (Au NPs) were obtained, and
then washed with excessive methanol. Secondly, the as-prepared
Au NPs were dissolved and stabilized in 12.5 mL H2O. After penicil-
lamine (PA, 74.6 mg, 0.5 mM) slowly added dropwise to the solu-
tion, the reaction was allowed to proceed under constant stirring
for 12 h at 55 �C. The final gold clusters were precipitated and fil-
tration with methanol.
3. Results and discussion

We used high-resolution electrospray ionization mass spec-
trometry (ESI MS) to monitor and optimize the synthesis of the
as-prepared gold clusters, as shown in Fig. 1A, where an intense
peak at m/z = 2562.68359 was observed (marked as peak No. 1),
exclusively assigned to [Au13(SG)5(PA)7)]2� along with identical
isotopic distributions comparing with simulated pattern (Fig. 1A
inset). This specific isotope pattern ensures exclusive identification
of the as-prepared cluster. There are also a few other
sodium-involved [1,42,43] and MeOH-attached peaks showing
reasonable intensity due to the mobile phase molecules,
such as [Au13(SG-H)5(PA)7Na]2� (No. 2, 2573.67682),
[Au13(SG-2H)5(PA)7Na2(CH3OH)]2� (No. 3, 2601.25619),
[Au13(SG-3H)5(PA)7Na3(CH3OH)]2� (No. 4, 2601.25619) and
[Au13(SG-2H)5(PA)7Na2(CH3CN)(CH3OH)]2� (No. 5, 2637.21145),
evidencing the Au13 motifs synthesized in our procedure. More
characterization details (UV–Vis adsorption, TEM, XPS and fluores-
cence spectrum) as well as the expanded and simulated spectra of
these fragment peaks are given in Figs. S1–S3 (ESI). The polyacry-
lamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis reveals high grade of
purity of the Au13 MPCs (Fig. S2d, ESI).

Fig. 1B presents a FT-IR spectrum of the Au13 MPCs comparing
with that of glutathione and penicillamine respectively. It is worth
noting that the infrared-active mode assigned to SAH bond vibra-
tion disappears in the Au13 MPCs, indicating a substitute of the
SAH bond by corresponding AuAS bond in forming the protected
monolayer. To further investigate the ligand binding mode on the
surface, 2D-NMR correlation (1H-1H COSY) experiment was con-
ducted, as shown in Fig. 1C, where the peaks are assigned as the
proton signals Ha, Hb, Hc on APA ligands, and H1-H6 on ASG
ligands. The peaks of H3 and H4 proton signals split into two pairs
of peaks (labeled as 3, 30 and 4, 40). The NMR spectrum shows that
APA and ASG ligands adopt two binding modes on the Au13 MPCs
surface as the inset shows.

Having measured the formula weight and composition of the
Au13 MPCs, we then endeavor to fully demonstrate the packing
structure of this cluster. Extensive investigations of thiolate-
protected metal clusters have ascertained two favorable forms of
the lowest-energy structures, i.e., in the form of RS-Au and RS–
Au–SR motifs. Furthermore, previously published work has found
four lowest-energy geometrical structures for a bare Au13: planar,
flake, cuboctahedral, and icosahedral, as shown in Fig. 2A [24–28].
Our calculation results based on both DFT with Gaussian and VASP
packages (details of calculation methods in ESI) confirmed that the
planar structure of Au13 possess a local minimum energy with the
others in the following order: E(planar) < E(flake) < E(cuboctahe-
dron) < E(icosahedron), which is in agreement with previous stud-
ies [24–28]. However, it is found that the local minimum energy
structure of Au13(SCH3)12 belongs to the icosahedral geometry
(i.e., one center Au atom and the other 12 Au atoms forming an
icosahedral structure). This is consistent with the previous findings
of ligand-protected Au13 clusters as determined by single-crystal
analysis [44,45], indicating the 12 surface sites of an icosahedral
Au13 are equally favorable for the monolayer protection [46]. It is
also evidenced that, from the IR spectroscopic analysis as men-
tioned above, IR-active mode assigned to SAH bond vibration dis-
appeared, revealing that the 12 ligands chemisorb on the gold core
with end-on orientation of the S atoms by forming 12 AuAS bonds.
Note that, the average AuAAu bond length of each Au13(SCH3)12
increases comparing to that of a bare Au13 (Table S1 in ESI). Fur-
thermore, the UV–Vis absorption spectrum in aqueous solution is
reproduced (with identical spectral profile and peak positions)
through TD-DFT calculations by using the icosahedral structure
of Au13(SCH3)12 as the model system (Fig. S4a, ESI). The theoretical
absorption spectrum shows a broad weak absorption band, which
appears to be in good agreement with the experimental results,
and validates the icosahedral structure of Au13 MPCs in the form
of RS–Au.

We have also investigated the surface charge distributions typ-
ically for cuboctahedral and icosahedral isomers, and find that the
charge-density becomes more positively addressed for the core Au
atom and more negatively for the surface Au atoms when linked
with the ligands (Fig. S5 in ESI). This seems contradictory with
the aforementioned lengthening of AuAAu bond when considering
that positive and negative charges between the Au atoms might
make bonds shorter under coulomb attraction. However, the fact
is that, within such an AuAAuAS system, the bond strength of
AuAS bond (4.34 eV) is even more intensive than the AuAAu bond
(�2.27 eV). NBO analysis shows that it is the electron transfer from
ligands to AuAAu bonds that creates strong AuAS covalent bonds



Fig. 1. (A) ESI-MS of the as-prepared gold clusters collected in a negative mode. The inset shows the experimental and simulated isotopic patterns of [Au13(SG)5(PA)7]2�

cluster. (B) IR spectrum of glutathione (a), penicillamine (b) and the as-prepared Au13 MPCs (c). (C) NMR spectra of Au13 clusters, where the carbon atoms in glutathione are
labeled by the numbers 1–6, while in DPA they are labeled by a, b and c, as seen of the inset on the right.
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and leads to elongation of AuAAu bonds. The strong AuAS bonding
interactions are also accompanied with large ionization energies as
plotted in Fig. 2C where Au13(SCH3)12 is modeled in place of ASR
groups [47].

In addition to the large ionization energies for these
Au13(SCH3)12 clusters, binding energies and HOMO-LUMO gaps
are often associated with cluster stability. Considering the binding
energies of Au13(SCH3)12 clusters of different geometries given by,

EB:E ¼ EðAu13Þ þ 12 � EðSCH3Þ � E½Au13ðSCH3Þ12� ð1Þ
we get a largest relative binding energy (DEB.E) for icosahedral
Au13(SCH3)12 (up to 3.90 eV, versus 0.49 eV for distorted-planar,
0 eV for flake, and 1.34 eV for cuboctahedral) among the four iso-
mers. Besides, Fig. 2C shows a second largest HOMO-LUMO gap
(up to 1.36 eV) for the icosahedral Au13 (SCH3)12. These results
may indicate an increasing stability of the icosahedral Au13 MPCs
compared with other three geometries when linked with the pro-
tected ligands. It is worth noting that the UV–Vis absorption profiles
(Fig. S4c in ESI) remain unchanged after 2 h and one month, also
demonstrating photo-stabilization and chemical stability of the
Au13 MPCs.

While stabilities of MPCs are often understood using the con-
ceptual framework of superatoms validated in the gas phase on a
basis of electronic shells [48], a pending question is that how to
rationalize the planar-to-nonplanar turnover occurred in this small
gold cluster. Wang [29] found that gold atoms in forming clusters
exhibit covalent bonding analogous to boron clusters, which
rationalizes why small gold clusters such as Au13 prefer a planar
structure in the gas phase. However, considering that the bond
strength for an AuAAu bond (�2.27 eV) is less than that of an AuAS
bond (4.34 eV), it is feasible for structural rearrangement of Au13 in
the presence of ASH radicals. What’s more, the existence of binary
thiolates benefits to initialize a distortion of charge distribution
and then geometric structure due to the minor difference of ASH
bonds in glutathione and penicillamine. In view of this, we then
compared the shapes of HOMO orbital of Au13 core and
Au13(SCH3)12 cluster to see whether thiolate ligands affect Au13

core orbitals. Note that HOMOs of Au13 core and Au13(SCH3)12
cluster differ from each other (Fig. S4c, Supporting Information),
indicating non-neglectable interactions between Au and S atoms.
In order to reveal orbital interactions and the stability of the icosa-
hedral structured Au13(SCH3)12, we have plotted the natural bond
orbital (NBO) donor-acceptor overlaps, as shown in Fig. 2D, where
the second-order perturbation stabilization energies in icosahedral
Au13(SCH3)12 cluster is also labeled. The donor-acceptor interaction
energy corresponds to the strength of the orbital overlaps in such



Fig. 2. Isomers of bare Au13 (A) and Au13(SCH3)12 cluster (B) for planar, flake, cuboctahedral, and icosahedral geometries. (C) Vertical ionization potentials, binding energy
(DEB.E) and HOMO-LUMO gaps of the four isomers of Au13(SCH3)12. The ACH3 groups in the structures shown in B are omitted. (D) NBO donor-acceptor overlaps and second-
order perturbation stabilization energies (E(2)) in Au13(SCH3)12: n(Au)? r*(AuAS), n*(Au)?r*(AuAS), and r*(AuAS)? n*(Au). The hydrogen atoms are omitted.
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complexes [49]. Typically, the donor-acceptor overlaps exist within
the antibonding lone pair of Au atom, n⁄ (Au), lone pair of Au atom,
n (Au), and antibonding orbital of AuAS bond, r⁄ (AuAS), anti-
bonding orbital of CAS bond,r⁄ (CAS), such asr⁄(AuAS)? n⁄(Au),
n⁄(Au)? r⁄(AuAS) and n(Au)? r⁄(AuAS). It is important to note
that the dominant donor-acceptor charge transfer interactions
belong to adjacent subsystems. As shown in Fig. 2D and Fig. S6 in
ESI, the large second-order perturbation stabilization energies
dominate strong donor-acceptor interactions, indicating that the
charge transfer between the ligands and Au core atoms plays an
important role in stabilizing the Au13(SG)5(PA)7 clusters.

Fluorescence experiments have shown that the water-soluble
Au13 MPCs exhibit an intense fluorescence emission package at
690 nm (the excitation wave length kex = 320 nm), which gives
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rise to an important application potential in fluorescence chemo-
sensor for ions detection and bio-imaging. Experiments show that
the changes of excitation did not affect the fluorescence emission
(Fig. S2c, ESI). Therefore, in order to avoid the appearance of the
double frequency peak at 640 nm, we choose the 550 nm as the
excitation wavelength. Herewith we have made an effort on this
and found high sensitivity at the presence of Cu2+ and Fe3+ ions.
As shown in Fig. 3A, cationic ions Al3+, Cd2+, Ca2+, Cr3+, Cu2+, Pb2+,
Mn2+, Na+, Ni2+ and Zn2+ are found to enhance the nascent fluores-
cence to different extents, while the addition of Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions
to Au13(SG)5(PA)7 MPCs results in fluorescence quenching. We
Fig. 3. (A) Fluorescence responses of Au13 cluster in H2O to metal cations. (B) Fluoresc
increasing amounts of Fe3+ (0–33 lM) in H2O. (C) Fluorescence titration profiles (kex = 5
21 lM) in H2O. (D/E) Fluorescence intensity at 690 nm of Au13 MPCs with Fe3+ and Cu2+

Au13 MPCs in the presence of increasing amounts of Fe3+ and Cu2+. (H) Fluorescence
subsequently EDTA respectively.
have also conducted fluorescence titration experiments for Au
MPCs by adding Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions of varying concentrations,
respectively (Fig. 3B and 3C). Fluorescence intensity at 690 nm
decreases remarkably with increasing concentrations of Fe3+/Cu2+

ions, and upon further increase of the Fe3+/Cu2+ ions concentration,
fluorescence emission tends to be quenched completely. Based on
fluorescence titration results, linear regression curves are plotted
between relative fluorescence intensity and ion concentrations
(Fig. S7, ESI), and the detection limits of Au13 MPCs were deduced
1.38 lM for Fe3+ and 3.89 lM for Cu2+, respectively, which is com-
parable with the previously reported investigations. To validate the
ence titration profiles (kex = 550 nm) of Au13 MPCs (10 lg/mL) in the presence of
50 nm) of Au13 MPCs (10 lg/mL) in the presence of increasing amounts of Cu2+ (0–
in the presence of various interferential metal ions. (F/G) UV–Vis titration spectra of
intensity changes of Au13 MPCs before and after adding Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions and



Fig. 4. (A) Cell viability values estimated by MTT proliferation test versus
concentrations of Au13 clusters after 24 h incubation at 37 �C. (B) Confocal
fluorescence images of only Au13 clusters, addition of Fe3+/Cu2+ ions and addition
of Fe3+/Cu2+ ions + EDTA in SH-SY5Y cells in the fluorescence (left), bright (middle)
and overlay (right) field, respectively.
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high selectivity of Au13 MPCs for the detection of Fe3+ and Cu2+ in
practice, competitive fluorescence titration was carried out. Au13

MPCs was treated with 1.0 equiv of Fe3+/Cu2+ in the presence of
1.0 equiv of other metal ions. As shown in Fig. 3D and 3E, there
is no interference with the detection of Fe3+/Cu2+ in the presence
of all other metal ions, indicating high selectivity and sensitivity
of the Au13 MPCs towards Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions in H2O.

In order to distinguish cationic Fe3+ from Cu2+, we have studied
the ratiometric absorption behaviors for Fe3+ and Cu2+, respec-
tively, as given in Fig. 3F and 3G, where different ratiometric
absorption behaviors for Fe3+ and Cu2+ are addressed. It is notewor-
thy that the position of the absorption peak displays rare changes,
but the intensity increased gradually with the Fe3+ ions increasing.
However, the gradual addition of Cu2+ ions differs distinctly from
that of Fe3+ ions. An isobestic point emerges at �350 nm with
Cu2+ concentration increasing (in the lower concentration range).
Considering that more gradual addition of Cu2+ ions in a higher
concentration range (Fig. S11, ESI) still allows the absorption inten-
sity increasing gradually just like that of Fe3+ ions, we have further
applied masking method to differentiate Fe3+ from Cu2+ in case of
high concentration samplings. In addition, we used masking
method to further differentiate Fe3+ from Cu2+, a chelating agent
(EDTA) is chosen in this study. As shown in Fig. 3H, where the flu-
orescence intensity of Au13 MPCs returns to 98 % of its initial value
when EDTA is added to the non-fluorescent sample (quenched by
anterior Fe3+); in sharp contrast, the response of Cu2+-added MPCs
is dumb. From this result, it is supposed that Au13(SG)5(PA)7 MPCs
have a higher binding affinity towards Cu2+, which prohibits the
release of Cu2+ from the aggregated system. Considering the larger
formation constant ‘‘log K (Fe3+–EDTA) = 25.10”, versus ‘‘logK
(Cu2+–EDTA) = 18.80”, as well as likely lower binding affinity of
the Au13 MPCs towards Fe3+, the presence of EDTA could withdraw
the Fe3+ ions hence allowing for recovery of fluorescence.

In general, fluorescence quenching could be simply caused by
energy transfer or static quenching in forming nonfluorescent
complexes. But the presence of multiple chemicals may perplex
this process. To provide an indepth insight into the sensing mech-
anism, we have conducted a check on the 1H NMR experiments and
TEM characterizations of Au13 MPCs before and after the addition
of Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions. As shown in Fig. S8 (ESI), when gradually
adding Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions to the Au13 MPCs, all proton signals dis-
appear and finally only a solvent D2O peak exists at 4.79 ppm. With
further increasing of Fe3+ and Cu2+ ion concentrations, there are
brown precipitates out of the solution. From TEM observation,
the nascent Au13 MPCs display decent monodispersity (Fig. S9,
ESI); however, there are aggregation patterns at the presence of
Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions. At a comparison of XPS patterns of the Au 4f
core-level for the Au13 MPCs before and after reacting with Fe3+

and Cu2+ ions (Fig. S10, ESI), a minor shift towards high-energy
region was observed upon addition of Fe3+ or Cu2+ ions to the
Au13 MPCs, suggesting neglectable energy transfer between the
ions and Au13 MPCs, resulting in aggregation-induced fluorescence
quenching (AIFQ), which profits from the interaction of hard acid
Fe3+ or Cu2+ ions with the multiple hard base ANH and AO atoms
presenting in severalASG andAPA ions. In brief, the chemosensing
mechanism is written as,

2AunðSRÞ�x þ Cu2þ ! ½AunðRSÞx � � �Cu � � � ðSRÞxAun�0

)þEDTA ½AunðRSÞxCuðSRÞxAun�0

3AunðSRÞ�x þ Fe3þ ! ½AunðRSÞx � � � Fe � � � ½ðSRÞxAun�2�0

)þEDTA
3AunðSRÞ0x þ ½Fe � EDTA�0

ð2Þ

Having depicted the excellent selectivity and highly-sensitive
differentiate analysis of Au13 MPCs towards Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions in
water, we have endeavored to explore its potential application in
living cell bioimaging (for details, see the experimental section in
ESI). We have tested the toxicity of the as-prepared Au MPCs to
SH-SY5Y cells (Fig. 4A). Based on the MTT assay results, the cellular
viabilities are estimated nearly 92%, confirming that the as-
prepared Au MPCs are almost not toxic for SH-SY5Y cells. The
SH-SY5Y cells were incubated with Au MPCs for 2 h firstly, and
then treated with Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions for 30 min, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 4B, the cells only incubated with Au MPCs display
strong fluorescence, while the strong red fluorescence quenches
in cells when exposed to aqueous solution of Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions.
Then, the fluorescence intensity of gold nanoclusters recovers
when further incubated with EDTA for 10 min after quenching by
Fe3+, while almost no changes toward Cu2+ upon the addition of
EDTA. These results revealed that the Au13(SG)5(PA)7 MPCs are
capable of detecting and distinguishing intracellular Fe3+ and
Cu2+ ions by cell imaging.
4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we report here a successful synthesis procedure
of Au13 MPCs protected by binary thiolates. From the mass spec-
trometry analysis and spectral measurements, the component
and composition of this cluster was determined as Au13(SG)5(PA)7
where the total 12 ligands work as a fully protected monolayer by
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forming AuAS bonds on 12 Au atoms except the center one. Fur-
ther, the lowest-energy structure of this gold cluster was deter-
mined utilizing first-principles calculations within both VASP and
Gaussian software package, verifying the planar-to-nonplanar
turnover occurred in small gold cluster. Also found was that, the
as-prepared Au13 MPCs take on red fluorescence and enhanced sta-
bility due to the donor-acceptor orbital interactions between the
gold and chemisorbed sulphur. Utilizing this fluorescent Au13

MPCs as chemosensor, we have obtained the detection and differ-
entiation of Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions with high selectivity and sensitivity,
and successfully applied for bio-imaging and intracellular detec-
tion of Fe3+ and Cu2+ ions pertaining to potential applications.
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